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GENERALMEMORANDUMFOR 爪匡柁m '^
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ACADEMICCOOPERATIONANDEXC11ANGE ル0ED
BETWEEN

THEFACULTYOFSCIENCE, CHIANG入仏IUNIVERSITY, T11AILAND

AND

THEINSTITUTEFORCHEMICALRESEARCH,KYOTOUNIVERSITY,JAPAN

5. Amendment of this general memorandum wi11take effect upon deliberation by

the two parties.
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6. This general memorandum sha11 be effective from January 27,2024, and sha11

remain in force for a period of five years. Thereafter, it may be renewed and

<

The Faculty of science of chiang Mai univerS北y and the lnst北Ute for chemical

Research of Kyoto university (referred to hereafter as 'the two parties') hereby

Conclude an agreementfor academic exchan旦e and cooperation

1. The two parties wi11 Promote in particular the f0110wing activities

[U Exchange ofscientific materials, publications, and 血formation

[2] Exchange offaculty members and researchers

BI Exchange ofstudents

{4】 Joint research and meetings for research

2. These activities are to be carried out after mutual consultation between the two

Parties or the divisions concerned thereof.
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4. The two parties a牙ree that, in the event of research c011aboration leading to patent

ri今hts, copyrights, or other inte11ectual property rights, a further agreement must be

ne今otiated in each case in accordance with the policies of the two parties on

inte11ectual property

3.Nl financial arrangements to pursue any of the above activities are to be

negotiated for each specific case.
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extended upon a号reement by the two parties

フ. Termination ofthis generalmemorandum may take e任ect upon deliberation by the

two parties. Either party has the ri宮ht to terminate the memorandum without

Iiabi1北y by 宮ivin晉 Six months' notice 血 Writin号 ofsuch intent.

8. This general memorandum is written in En晉lish and made 加 duplicate, with

each party holding one copy

Torranin chairuan牙Sri

Dean

Faculty ofscience

Chian牙 Maiuniversity

Thailand

Date

AOYA八仏Takashi

〔fヲ＼

Director

Inst北Ute for chemical Research

Kyoto univerS北y

Japan

Date 20Zチニ石兜、//
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